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Visco-elastic Memory Foam Pillow 

 
Memory foam Pillows £33 each (Including VAT) 
 

Pillows are delivered free with Adjustable beds or mattress 

orders. 

 

There is a small charge to cover our delivery cost when ordered 

separately, normally next working day. 

 

 

 

UK manufactured, Moulded Memory Foam Pillow 
 

A Visco system that not only passes all the UK fire retardancy standards, but one that is also incredibly 

comfortable and supportive. One problem associated with memory foam pillows is the feeling of sleeping on 

a sandbag because of the time it takes for the foam to react to body temperature and soften.  The chemistry 

has been altered to produce a pillow that has a very soft, almost latex like feel, but one that still offers 

excellent support. 
 

Feedback so far from customers
 

“This pillow is much more comfortable than other premium brands.” 

 

“Tried several pillows to solve neck problems. This does the trick.” 

 

“The height is nice, not too high that your neck is raised restricting airways, not 

too shallow that you have to sleep with your arm under the pillow in an attempt 

to bolster it up.” 

 

NOTE. There is no perfect pillow height. Everyone is different. Depending on how far your shoulders sink 

into your mattress also effects the height the pillow should be. Because this pillow is not too high, if 

necessary, you can simply raise the height with a thin ordinary pillow to achieve the perfect height. 

 

Details  
 

- We supply the pillows in a luxury, Bodet & Horst, knitted zipped cover. 

- Traditional shape and the size is 68cm x 42cm (27" x 17") which fits standard pillow cases 

- The pillows weigh around 1.6kgs and have a density of between 60-65 kg/m3. 

- The system passes the relevant UK fire standards (BS 5852:1982 Part 2). The certificate and report 

are available on request. 

 

The pillows are moulded using the CosyPUR® system from Elastogran/BASF:  

"CosyPUR® is the new polyurethane mould flexible foam of Elastogran/BASF with specifically adjustable 

product properties by its cell morphology. CosyPUR is modifiable from ultra soft to visco-elastic and 

extends the application possibilities of mould flexible foams. CosyPUR, the multitalented mould flexible 

foam, is suitable for the production of pillows, seats, office furniture, back rests, orthopaedic products and 

many more." 

 


